Learning Communities Spring 2017

Kennesaw Campus

General-Interest Learning Communities

The Pursuit of Happiness
What makes “happy” happen? Can it be learned or taught? Are some people just born to be happy? In this learning community, we will consider research-based ways to increase our levels of happiness, while also making friends and developing strategies for being successful in college. This learning community is open to first-year students who will have credit for ENGL 1101 by spring semester.

LC 2-The Pursuit of Happiness
12479 ENGL 1102 MW 11:00 am – 12:15 pm Wichman, Yvonne LOCATION TBD
13546 PSYC 1101 MW 9:30 am – 10:45 am Steiner, Hillary UC 217

College of Science and Mathematics

Second-Semester Success in Science and Mathematics
These learning communities provide an opportunity for science and math majors to continue their studies within the supportive environment of a learning community during their second semester at KSU. This learning community is open to science and math majors who participated in a Success in Science and Mathematics learning community in Fall 2016.

LC 3- Second-Semester Success in Science and Mathematics-Option 1
12940 CHEM 1212 MWF 2:00 pm-2:50 pm Klinger, Lori CL 2010
12975 CHEM 1212L R 11:00 am-1:45 pm Baker, Meredith SC 457
13014 MATH 1190 TR 2:00 pm-3:40 pm Kimitel, Symon MS 113

LC 4- Second-Semester Success in Science and Mathematics-Option 2
12947 CHEM 1212 MWF 2:00 pm-2:50 pm Klinger, Lori CL 2010
12987 CHEM 1212L W 11:00 am-1:45 pm Kaledin, Martina SC 457
13020 MATH 1190 TR 2:00 pm-3:40 pm Kimitel, Symon MS 113

College of the Arts

Culture and Communication through Music and the Written Word
Come explore culture and communication as expressed through music and writing. Through a culminating project, you will have the opportunity to combine your skills in research, critical writing, and music in a way that aligns with your goals as budding performers, educators, and composers. This learning community is open to music majors and minors.

LC 5-Culture and Communication through Music & the Written Word -Option 1
12885 MUSI 1107 TR 5:00 pm-6:15 pm Justus, Kayleen LOCATION TBD
12525 ENGL 1102 MW 3:30 pm-4:45 pm Reidy, Julia EB 53

LC 6-Culture and Communication through Music & the Written Word -Option 2
12887 MUSI 1107 TR 5:00 pm-6:15 pm Justus, Kayleen LOCATION TBD
12530 ENGL 1102 MW 5:00 pm – 6:15 pm Reidy, Julia EB 53
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Southern Polytechnic College of Engineering and Engineering Technology

Mechanical Engineering Learning Communities
Students who enroll in their learning community will receive an introduction to the Mechanical Engineering major while fulfilling course requirements and meeting others with similar interests.

**LC 7- Mechanical Engineering Learning Communities-Option 1**
11333 EDG 1211 MWF 11:00 am-11:50 am Kennedy, Charles Q 219
10792 ME 1311 TR 9:30 am-10:45 am Farfan, Eduardo Q 303

**LC 8- Mechanical Engineering Learning Communities-Option 2**
11259 EDG 1211 TR 9:30 am-10:45 am Kennedy, Charles Q 218
13188 ME 1001 M 12:00 pm-1:45 pm Ruhala, Laura Q 216

**LC 9 Mechatronics Engineering Learning Community**
This learning community interweaves engineering graphics with an introduction to the major, including career exploration.
12285 EDG 1211 TR 3:30 pm-4:45 pm Winsor, Aubrey Q 218
10677 MTRE 1000 M 1:30 pm-1:50 pm McFall, Kevin Q 106
MTRE 1000 W 2:00 pm-4:45 pm McFall, Kevin Q 118